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Billy Bot (http://www.billybot.co.uk/) is one step closer to upturning legal traditions by digitising the
barristers chambers. The Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based junior clerk robot, a project spearheaded by
Clerksroom (http://www.clerksroom.com/), can now be connected to barristers chambers using MLC chambers
management software (https://www.oneadvanced.com/products/meridian-law-connected/) via a bespoke API
built by Advanced (https://www.oneadvanced.com/).
The link up means Billy Bot can assist clerks in many administrative processes by fully integrating its
AI technology with Advanced’s MLC chambers management software to automate manual, low value tasks.
With total access to diary data, Billy can query the MLC case management system for barrister
availability, conflict check, create the case and booking in the MLC system and acknowledge the booking
to the client by email.
Billy Bot is the brainchild of Stephen Ward, MD at Clerksroom, a national chambers which has been testing
Billy Bot and MLC’s integration – and the results are phenomenal. Clerksroom typically accepts around
1,500 new bookings each month and a clerk would normally spend eight minutes and take 167 actions to
arrange a case. Now, its clerks are saving on average 250,000 clicks and keystrokes respectively –
equivalent to 200 hours per month.
“The traditional chamber management process is needlessly cumbersome,” Ward comments. “A clerk has
to take the enquiry details, query the diary, carry out a conflict check, create the booking and send
confirmation. They also need to allocate the case to the most suited barrister and agree the fee or
budget with the solicitor.
“Over 50% of these actions can be automated. In addition, letting the client input the details via
Billy means greater accuracy of the data. The technology integration gives Billy access to our MLC
system, so he holds over 15 years’ worth of accurate data. We have also built a barrister preference
engine, which learns the preferences of our 77 barristers, so Billy knows the variables including likely
fees for specific areas of law, all courts in England and Wales, legal expertise and distance to travel
from home or chambers to the court centre.”
The bespoke API developed by Advanced means barristers chambers across the UK can integrate MLC with a
range of innovative technology solutions, such as Billy, to improve efficiencies in managing
barristers’ diaries and make better use of clerks’ time. Automation of straightforward tasks where
the facts are undisputed and well-established precedents exist, helps to free up time to focus on complex
and contentious cases.
Doug Hargrove, Managing Director – Legal – Advanced, said: “AI can positively transform the
day-to-day life in a barristers chambers. It can sift through vast volumes of information, automatically
crunch the data and identify patterns and trends, significantly faster than humans and more accurately.
What’s reassuring, in the case of the trial with Clerksroom, is that AI is viewed as a welcome solution
that is capable of assisting with monotonous tasks, rather than a solution that brings scepticism and
fear. Clerks and barristers are recognising the need for – and value in – technology and we’re
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excited to see who Billy Bot helps next.”
Chat with Billy Bot at: www.BillyBot.co.uk.
-ENDSAbout Advanced
Through our enterprise and market focused solutions we positively impact millions of people’s lives
through continually investing in our people, partnerships and own technologies to stay focused on our
markets’, customers’ and their stakeholders’ needs.
We enable our customers to drive efficiencies, savings and growth opportunities through focused,
right-first-time software solutions that evolve with the changing needs of their business and the markets
they operate in.
True partnership is the defining thing that makes us different from the competition.
We pride ourselves on delivering focused software solutions for public sector, enterprise commercial and
health & care organisations that simplify complex business challenges and deliver immediate value.
Advanced is a Sunday Times Top Track 250 Company 2016 and was ranked in the Deloitte UK Fast 50 which
recognises the 50 fastest growing technology companies in the UK and a winner of the Tech Company of the
Year in PwC’s UK Tech Awards in 2014.
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